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MCITP made easy with uCertify 70-526 Practice test

uCertify, a leading name in IT certifications, is going to release its new simulation test for MCTS.NET
70-526 CSHARP exam on February 15,2008. Grab this opportunity to get the simulation test at a discount
price before its release date.

Jan. 22, 2008 - PRLog -- The MCTS.NET 70-526 CSHARP practice test is designed to enable you to pass
the exam effortlessly. It comes with a total of 150 questions, 150 pop quizzes, 100 study notes, articles and
study tips. All the questions come with a detailed analysis of the correct as well as incorrect answers. 

The PrepKit has some special features such as tagging, rating of questions and bookmarking, which can
prove to be very effective. These 3 features appear everywhere such as while taking the test or while going
through the flash cards. So when you tag or rate a particular topic you would become more confident when
you witness it again in a test or while revising. You can download free copy of the practice test from
http://www.ucertify.com/exams/Microsoft/70-526-CSHARP.html.

The best part of tagging questions is that they can be used while creating a custom test too. Suppose you tag
certain questions or topics as difficult  either while giving a quiz, reading flash cards or giving a test, then
all these tagged questions can be clubbed together to form a new custom test.

Vidya Vrat Agarwal, a .NET expert, said, "Various types of practice tests help you to be tough and well
prepared when you appear for the real test. Each test covers all the concepts as per the Microsoft
requirements and helps you to prepare gradually and also to see your progress. I believe that this exam is
one of the most usable exams, as it opens the entry for three other MCTS exams as well." You can read
more on this at http://dotnetpassion.blogspot.com/2007/12/review-of-ucert....

"uCertify PrepKit comes forward as a breath of fresh air to break away the eeriness which comes to people
while facing an exam. The look of the PrepKit is unique and new such that it compels us to explore more
than the PrepKit itself.” said Nitin, another software expert on Java/J2EE exam.

Read more on his blog on http://www.ucertify.com/blog/nitin-pai-reviews-ucertifys-...

About uCertify

Founded in 1996, uCertify, a reputed name in the IT field, is constantly developing quality products that
help students in the actual test environment. The new uCertify Prep Engine is helpful to users to learn and
track their progress. We always try to recognize the needs of users and analyze what’s necessary for any
improvement. The continuously growing range of uCertify products is MCTS.NET, MCSD.NET and many
more.

For more information, please visit: http://www.ucertify.com

--- End ---
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